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Bullying Reporting Mobile App and Incident Management System that Enables 
Schools, Businesses and Governments to Mitigate Risk and Adhere to Compliance 

Regulations and Individuals to Anonymously Protect Themselves and Others
CEOCFO: Mr. Schobel, what is the idea behind STOPit?
Mr. Schobel: The idea behind STOPit is to basically mitigate and deter inappropriate 
behavior, both online and offline. That is a big statement and it covers a wide variety of 
things, such as in K-12 education, we all hear about cyber bullying and the horrible 
effects that that has on students, on the culture and how disruptive it can be with 
schools and the learning environment. As we move into the higher Ed space you have 
the same concerns and issues, but we are also looking at abuse in college and physical 
abuse. There is a lot in the news today about the pervasive assaults on women and the 
undergrads and the lack or reporting that takes place there and the friction in the 
reporting process that takes place there. As we move in to the workplace, again we see 
the same issues of just inappropriate behaviors online and how it has accelerated 
because of smart phones and such and social media apps. We also see our platform 
being a reporting platform. We see where it gives the employees the ability to whistle 
blow and feel more comfortable that there will not be retribution. In turn that helps and 
benefits any enterprise; whether it is an education or a public or private company. 

CEOCFO: How do you facilitate whistle blowing without repercussion?
Mr. Schobel: That is a great question! Essentially, our platform is an insurance product. 
We are a risk mitigation tool, similar to what the seatbelts are like and when they were 
introduced into legislation that it was mandatory that you have to wear a seatbelt. Why 
was that? It was great for society as a whole, but it also mitigated accidents. It mitigated 
all the types of things that would happen, from a head injury or what have you. That is 
essentially what STOPit does. When you look at how it facilitates whistle blowing; what 
we have is that our platform consists of a mobile app for simple, fast and easy reporting 
and a back end case management system for the enterprise to be able to see reports in 
real time; essentially see the smoke before there is fire. Now, what is different about our 
platform is that we have proprietary software with a specific functionality. First of all, the 
premise of our platform is anonymity. It is an anonymous reporting platform. With 
anonymous reporting, the first step is to be able to get people to share information, like 
a whistle blower. If it is anonymous that is the first barrier that you have to meet and you 
have to overcome that. The second thing is that with anonymity comes some concerns. 
People can report things and you do not have the ability to go back and speak with that 
anonymous reporter. With our software, we have a product called STOPit Messenger, 
which allows for two way anonymous communications between the enterprise or the 
individuals that receive the reports and the person making the report. You can go back 
and follow up and get more information a day later, a week later or a month later. This 
helps the investigatory process. It also helps to build confidence with a whistle blower. 
Whistle blowers tend to want to give a piece of information and then they run, because 
they do not want to get more involved; they feel compelled to say something. When you 
have messenger conversations it reinforces the anonymity and it also brings out more 
and more information from the anonymous reporter or the whistle blower. 

CEOCFO: Why are you sure that people who are reporting will believe that it is really anonymous?
Mr. Schobel: You are so right! The way we look at is if you look at traditional methodologies for whistleblowers, or anyone 
in an enterprise or an educational environment, there are 800 numbers that are provided and there are web based 
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products that are provided where you can go online and you can file a report on a website that cannot be tracked back. 
Now, no one believes that when they file a report on a website that they cannot be tracked back. Everyone believes and 
knows that it is very simple how you can see who that person may be. We have found in the workplace that people make 
up fake Gmail accounts to do that and that creates friction. That makes people stop and think and once they start to think 
about what they are doing they tend to fall off and not report. When you look at the 800 numbers, everybody knows that it 
is not anonymous. You believe that someone will have your number and as you said, there could be retribution. With our 
platform it is one hundred percent anonymous. We ask for very, very, very limited identifiable information. In some cases it 
is just an employee number or a student ID. Then in the system we convert that into what we call a license plate or a 
twelve-digit code, which now becomes the relationship between the enterprise and the reporter. It is a number. We have 
found from people who anonymously report that when they see that there is no retribution, when no one comes and 
knocks on their door, when no one is aware of this going on, then the value or more importantly the efficacy of anonymity 
becomes very powerful within the enterprise. People do not see the retribution. They do not hear any issues of people 
being retaliated on. It goes ahead and it builds up that confidence in the organization that it is anonymous. Also, it does 
something to the institutions that we work with. It provides what we call a deterrent factor. When people believe and 
understand that A, you can report in seconds and that is a screen capture, that could be a video, that could be a picture, 
that could just be a text; when you can report something in seconds and have no fear of retribution, what that does is it 
puts everybody on alert in the organization. It creates a culture of deterrence. We are seeing institutions in the first year 
that have our program in place that are seeing up to a fifty percent reduction in all types of incidents. It is very powerful, 
how the program will breed a better culture. 

CEOCFO: What groups or types of organizations are embracing this more than others?
Mr. Schobel: That is a great question! First of all, as I said, we are an insurance product. We mitigate risk. We mitigate 
risk for an individual school of five hundred students. Why? They can protect students and they can mitigate risks of, let 
us say, law suits or not being able to be compliant with the laws. Therefore, what we first did is we went out to large 
insurance providers, which we partnered with. They are seeing law suits, loss claims, they are seeing claims against 
schools not being compliant with bullying laws and they are seeing that schools were not prepared to handle incidents 
when they came in and they were losing in court cases, not to mention when there was an assault or when there was 
retaliation to a bully where some cases turned to be very, very violent, the law suits were astronomical. Therefore, it was a 
natural aggregator for us to go to the insurance industry and provide our platform for them for their constituents. We have 
recently just signed a deal with Great American Insurance Group and we are in the process of enrolling STOPit and 
protecting up to eleven million students across the country through that one insurance relationship alone. That is in 
education. We also sell individual to the institutions of course, as well. When we move ahead and look at selling into 
institutions and why they purchase that, you have the traditional issues of discrimination cases, grievances and traditional 
HR type issues which spiral out of control before people are told about it and then damage is done. Reputational damage 
can be done for an organization. Then you move to product liability cases. Take Volkswagen. Volkswagen came out a 
couple of months after the issue with the emissions and said that they were going to provide anonymity to their employees 
if they would tell them what was going on and no retribution if they were to come forward. Look at how reactive that is and 
not proactive. Therefore, we are finding that organizations, if they see fraud in accounting practices or what have you, an 
employee can quickly and easily send information in to the institution, to the enterprise, again so they can mitigate these 
issues before they spiral out of control. 

CEOCFO: Is it up to the organization on how they handle the issues? Are you able to provide any help or 
guidance?
Mr. Schobel: What we do is provide a reporting platform. It is software and technology to, again, remove the friction out of 
the reporting process; get rid of the barriers, make it simple, fast and ensure anonymity. When we do that, all we do is 
provide that gateway of information to be democratized across an enterprise so they can react and mitigate. We do not 
look at reports. We do not get involved in how they should handle reports or any of the legal aspects of what they are 
supposed to do. That is up to the schools or the institutions who already have policies and procedures in place to do that. 
All we do is augment and improve. 

CEOCFO: Do you see government agencies at any point embracing STOPit?
Mr. Schobel: Yes. One of our verticals is a government vertical. We have signed up with a Department of Defense 
contractor for our workplace product who has purchased our product to mitigate and deter security violations. They will 
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also be writing that into their contracts for all of their subcontractors that they also use to also get the STOPit Pro App and 
deploy that throughout the organization. What we have also seen is that we have been reached out to by municipalities 
and some other large public entities for the fact of using STOPit as a reporting tool for the public at large; suspicious 
persons, suspicious packages, suspicious activities. We all know that there are a lot of issues out there and to be able to 
have the public to be able to provide actionable information in real time, video, pictures or text and send that in real time to 
reporting agencies such as perhaps the Department of Homeland Security and they are seeing how they platform will be 
very, very powerful in that space. Therefore yes, we are speaking with them and yes a lot of municipalities and agencies, 
as I have said, are coming in to us to discuss this at this time. 

CEOCFO: How do you keep up with the demand?
Mr. Schobel: First of all, it is good to have to keep up with demand! We are used to drinking from a fire hose these days. 
However, we have a wonderful sales force and support team. We have wonderful partners that we work with. What is 
wonderful about our product is that the base product, the base reporting platform and incident case management system, 
is virtually the same across all verticals. We are a SaaS business, and we are a subscription based business. It is all 
online. Therefore, we are able to scale the company. We are prepared to scale to one hundred million users. Therefore, it 
allows very easy adoption. It takes minutes for an organization to sign up and sign on to enroll in the program, so that 
helps us on the administrative side. 

CEOCFO: Have similar systems been tried? Was it a matter of just getting the technology right? Why has it taken 
so long for an idea, that on the surface just makes so much sense, to become available and to get traction?
Mr. Schobel: There are other platforms out there that provide “anonymity”. The issue is how do you convince people it is 
anonymous. When you just put up a website people know they can be identified. At least they believe they are going to be 
identified, so that applies friction, so those platforms do not work. Also, when you look at these platforms they do not have 
the same focus that we have. We want it to be simple, fast and powerful, so that instantly people could report things, 
maintain a veil of anonymity and get real time information to the people receiving these incidents so they can react. That 
was always our goal. Our goal was to become a deterrent through the power of this platform. Again, there are reporting 
platforms out there that are anonymous and what they have is that there is no way for them to communicate back and 
forth with the anonymous reporter. Therefore, they are good on the surface, but once you scratch under the surface they 
do not provide the benefits that STOPit provides, therefore they are not being adopted across the United States like we 
are seeing and globally. We open up in Japan in March with our first partners in Japan. When you look at the fact that 
there are other platforms, I can go onto another anonymous platform, whether it be a school or even for an institution and 
I make reports. I go into their reporting mechanism, very simply, go on their website and report. Here I am, a third party 
reporting, and you have false reports, false claims and false things coming in. With our program it is a closed loop for that 
organization or that enterprise. They on board, we apply these twelve digit codes and no one from the outside can come 
in and create false reporting. It is very, very powerful in our platform. Also, there are other platforms out there that have 
come out with folks who want to do good, they want to build something, they want to help and that is fantastic. We totally 
support all of these other platforms that people are coming up with and coming out with. The fact remains is that we are 
an enterprise class software product. We are a technology company. We have raised close to ten million dollars in 2015 
and we are now up to thirty plus personnel and hiring ten more. Therefore, we are in this. We understand that technology 
changes pretty much every day and you need to have an infrastructure that is built and able to keep up with the 
technologies that are out there, to utilize that technology and continue to build on our product. Again, we are an enterprise 
software platform. It is not very easy for most people to enter into enterprise class software, so there are barriers for folks 
to do that. We have been able to overcome that and with our special proprietary software and functionality that we have, 
we are just seeing this take off like wildfire all across the county. 

CEOCFO: What surprised you throughout the whole process of getting to where you are today?
Mr. Schobel: In my mind I expect education to embrace our platform instantaneously; make a call, speak to someone, 
they get it and they move on. I was surprised by some of the responses you would get from folks. When you are dealing 
with lives and children’s lives and everybody understands it. You look at cyberbullying in and of itself. It is horrible. It never 
stops and it could take a child from one day everything is fine to having suicidal ideation, not going to school and causing 
such an upheaval. Schools see this every day all the time. I guess the biggest thing that surprised me was, in some 
cases, a very slow adoption for folks to stand up and pay attention that this is a huge issue and we need to do something 
about it. We need to use technology for good to fight the technology that is being used for bad. The fact that we put this 
right in the hands of students and in the hands of people, right on their smart phones, to be able to immediately report; I 
was just hoping that more people in the early stages would have seen that. Now, what we are seeing is again, a vast 
adoption across the country. We kind of got over that hurdle of folks saying, “You know what, I understand that we do 
have an issue and I know that I need to do something about it, let us get started.” I do not want to berate anyone or say 
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that people did not care, but I was a little bit shocked at some of the early days and some of the responses back. “We do 
not really have a problem here and this is going to add more time on to my day.” Personally, I did not like to hear those 
types of things. 

CEOCFO: What is the takeaway for our readers?
Mr. Schobel: The takeaway is that we live in a society where information is 24/7/365. We have the ability to make 
comments about any thing, any time online via social media apps or what have you. I just want folks to stop and think. If 
you would not say it to someone’s face, then clearly do not post it.
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